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When facing strangers, one of the first evaluations people perform is to implicitly assess their trustworthiness. However, the underlying processes
supporting trustworthiness appraisal are poorly understood. We hypothesized that visual working memory (VWM) maintains online face representations
that are sensitive to physical cues of trustworthiness, and that differences among individuals in representing untrustworthy faces are associated with
individual differences in anxiety. Participants performed a change detection task that required encoding and maintaining for a short interval the identity
of one face parametrically manipulated to be either trustworthy or untrustworthy. The sustained posterior contralateral negativity (SPCN), an event-
related component (ERP) time-locked to the onset of the face, was used to index the resolution of face representations in VWM. Results revealed greater
SPCN amplitudes for trustworthy faces when compared with untrustworthy faces, indicating that VWM is sensitive to physical cues of trustworthiness,
even in the absence of explicit trustworthiness appraisal. In addition, differences in SPCN amplitude between trustworthy and untrustworthy faces
correlated with participants� anxiety, indicating that healthy college students with sub-clinical high anxiety levels represented untrustworthy faces in
greater detail compared with students with sub-clinical low anxiety levels. This pattern of findings is discussed in terms of the high flexibility of aversive/
avoidance and appetitive/approach motivational systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to adequately read and react to social cues conveyed by

others’ faces is a foundation of social interaction. Among the disparate

evaluations people constantly perform when facing strangers, one crit-

ical evaluation related to the first impression of others is their per-

ceived trustworthiness (e.g. Adolphs, 2002; Willis and Todorov, 2006;

Engell et al., 2007; Oosterhof and Todorov, 2008; Todorov, 2008;

Todorov et al., 2008a; Stirrat and Perrett, 2010; Baron et al., 2011).

This is not surprising, especially from an evolutionary perspective,

since assessing faces’ trustworthiness is a critical social tool in order

to avoid untrustworthy individuals (and consequent risky social inter-

actions), and to approach trustworthy individuals for immediate or

future cooperation (e.g. Trivers, 1971; Boone and Buck, 2003;

Zebrowitz and Montepare, 2005; Oosterhof and Todorov, 2008).

This evolutionary view is supported by empirical evidence linking

trustworthiness and approachability appraisals (Santos and Young,

2008a,b; Todorov, 2008). Nevertheless, people may notice, remember

or interpret the same social information quite differently, in particular

when facing ambiguous social cues. This observation suggests that in-

dividuals may differ in their perception of a stranger as innocuous or,

rather, as a potential offender. Notably, compelling evidence suggests

that anxiety may play a crucial role in this context since individual

differences in anxiety levels are associated with differences in the dis-

tribution of cognitive resources (e.g. Hirsch and Clark, 2004; Moser

et al., 2008; Holmes et al., 2009; Rossignol et al., 2012) such that high-

anxious individuals tend to allocate excess attention and working

memory resources to threat-related cues and to misinterpret emotion-

ally ambiguous stimuli as more negative compared with non-anxious

individuals (see Mathews and MacLeod, 1994, 2005 for reviews; Calvo

et al., 1997; Mathews and Mackintosh, 1998; Yoon and Zinbarg, 2007;

Klumpp et al., 2010; Stout et al., 2013).

On the basis of these findings, we hypothesized that individual

differences in anxiety (either general or social anxiety) would predict

the resolution (i.e. precision) of visual working memory (VWM)

representations of moderately untrustworthy faces. To investigate this

question we examined event-related potentials while participants

performed a change detection task that required encoding and

maintaining for a short interval the identity of standardized either

trustworthy and untrustworthy faces. The sustained posterior contra-

lateral negativity (SPCN), an event-related component (ERP) time-

locked to the onset of the face, was used to index the resolution of

face representations in VWM.

A conspicuous body of behavioral research examined the phys-

ical characteristics that guide people in trustworthiness evaluation

(e.g. Knutson, 1996; Montepare and Dobish, 2003; Oosterhof and

Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2008b). To this end, Oosterhof and

Todorov (2008) developed a data-driven statistical model individuat-

ing facial features related to judgments of trustworthiness: high inner

eyebrows, pronounced cheekbones, wide chins and shallow nose

sellion, characterize faces appearing trustworthy while faces evaluated

as untrustworthy are characterized by low inner eyebrows, shallow

cheekbones and thin chins and deep nose sellion. While this behavioral

model provides a clear indication of which facial cues are involved in

trustworthiness appraisal, researchers have more recently begun to in-

vestigate the neural underpinnings of such facial evaluation. Thus far

these investigations have primarily utilized functional magnetic

resonance imaging (fMRI; e.g. Adolphs et al., 1998; Adolphs, 2002;

Winston et al., 2002; Engell et al., 2007; Said et al., 2008).

Two recent meta-analyses (Bzdok et al., 2011; Mende-Siedlecki et al.,

2012) summarized these findings as revealing differential roles of

brain circuitries in processing trustworthy and untrustworthy faces,

with the former class of faces engaging reward-associated brain regions

(including the nucleus accumbens) and untrustworthy faces engaging a

brain region responding to potential threat, i.e. the ventral portion

of amygdala. In general, these favor a key role of approach and

avoidance motivation systems in reacting to faces characterized by

different levels of trustworthiness as mentioned above (Chen and
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Bargh, 1999; Cosmides and Tooby 2000; Said et al. 2008; Todorov,

2008). Incidentally, high levels of anxiety are closely linked to avoid-

ance motivation (e.g. Gable et al., 2003). Taken together, the afore-

mentioned findings converge upon the novel hypothesis that high

levels of anxiety may be related to deeper processing of untrustworthy

faces, potentially indexed by more detailed VWM representations of

untrustworthy faces in high-anxious individuals than in low-anxious

individuals.

Blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI signal is characterized

by a particularly low temporal resolution and is not suitable to inves-

tigate the time-course of trustworthiness appraisal. Event-related brain

potentials (ERPs) provide instead high-resolution measures of the

time-course of neural activity patterns associated with perceptual

and cognitive processes. In the context of trustworthiness appraisal,

only a few recent ERP studies have explored which stages of processing

are sensitive to physical cues of faces’ trustworthiness (Rudoy and

Paller, 2009; Yang et al., 2011; Dzhelyova et al., 2012; Marzi et al.,

2012). Modulations of face processing driven by explicit trustworthi-

ness appraisal occur as early as the C1 and P1 components time-locked

to face onset (Yang et al., 2011; Marzi et al., 2012). Faces’ trustworthi-

ness continues to modulate cascading neural activity during early

selection of visual stimuli with affective and motivational significance

(as reflected in early posterior negativity modulations, i.e. EPN;

Dzhelyova et al., 2012; Marzi et al., 2012), later structural encoding

(as reflected in N170 modulations; Dzhelyova et al., 2012) and higher-

order stages of processing as reflected in modulations of a fronto-

central positivity (Rudoy and Paller, 2009; Marzi et al., 2012) and

late positive component (LPC; Yang et al., 2011; Marzi et al., 2012).

However, these studies did not illuminate whether the trustworthiness

of a face may be implicitly appraised when individuals are simply

exposed to such face and, at the present, it remains unknown whether

processing of facial trustworthiness may be linked to individual differ-

ences in anxiety.

The present investigation focuses on a privileged stage of face pro-

cessing, i.e. VWM, since it acts as a hub (‘the hub of cognition’;

Haberlandt, 1997) for low-level processes�by which physical cues of

trustworthiness are first encoded�and higher-order cognitive processes

including decision-making and long-term memory (Luck, 2008). In

particular, we aimed to elucidate whether individual anxiety would

be predictive of the amount of VWM resources allocated to untrust-

worthy vs trustworthy faces. Notably, uncovering such a relationship

would also imply that VWM is sensitive to physical cues of faces’

trustworthiness under conditions in which this dimension is task-

irrelevant. To do so we adopted faces moderately trustworthy and

untrustworthy included in the database created according to the

method described by Oosterhof and Todorov (2008). Incidentally,

the vast majority of strangers an observer continuously comes across

are more likely perceived as moderately trustworthy or untrustworthy,

therefore, understanding whether these moderately trustworthy/

untrustworthy faces are differently represented in VWM has a relevant

ecological significance.

The VWM task used in the current study was a modified version of

the change detection task (e.g. Vogel and Machizawa, 2004; Sessa

et al., 2011, 2012) and required participants to memorize face iden-

tities without an explicit trustworthiness evaluation, emphasizing the

ecological validity of the task. We monitored an electrophysiological

marker time-locked to faces recorded at posterior parietal sites index-

ing VWM maintenance, namely the sustained posterior contralateral

negativity (SPCN; also labeled contralateral delay activity, CDA;

Vogel and Machizawa, 2004) component of the ERP (Dell’Acqua

et al., 2006; Jolicœur et al., 2006a,b; Sessa et al., 2011, 2012), which

is computed as the difference between contralateral and ipsilateral

activity time-locked to a lateralized target stimulus. The SPCN

amplitude correlates positively with VWM informational load (e.g.

Vogel and Machizawa, 2004; Jolicœur et al., 2008; Perron et al., 2009;

Robitaille et al., 2009) and it has been shown to increase as the

number (Vogel and Machizawa, 2004) and the complexity (Luria

et al., 2010) of stimuli to be held in VWM is increased up to the

level of VWM saturation. Sessa et al. (2011, 2012) have further

demonstrated that SPCN amplitude varies proportionally to the reso-

lution of faces’ representations in VWM, such that high-resolution

faces’ representations elicit larger SPCN amplitudes relative to low-

resolution faces’ representations.

We predicted that differences in the resolution between untrust-

worthy and trustworthy faces representations (computed by subtract-

ing SPCN elicited by trustworthy and untrustworthy faces) would have

been related to the level of participants’ anxiety, such that higher

anxious participants would have maintained higher-resolution repre-

sentation of untrustworthy faces as compared with lower anxious

participants. To this aim, at the end of the ERP recording session,

participants were also administered the State Trait Anxiety Inventory

(Spielberger, 1983) and the Italian version of the Social Interaction

Anxiety Scale and the Social Phobia Scale questionnaires (Sica et al.,

2007; for the English version refer to Mattick and Clarke, 1998).

METHODS

Participants

Data were collected from 16 healthy volunteer students (three males)

from the University of Padova (mean age: 24.56 years, SD¼ 1.63) who

reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of

neurological disorders. All participants gave their informed consent

according to the ethical principles approved by the University of

Padova. Data from four participants (all females) were discarded

from the analyses because of an excessive rate (>30% of trials) of

EEG artifacts.

Stimuli and procedure

Memory task

Prior to the ERP experiment, an independent student sample (N¼ 30;

12 males, mean age: 23.43 years, SD¼ 1.86) provided seven-step rat-

ings of facial trustworthiness (trustworthy vs untrustworthy) and emo-

tional expression (happy vs angry) of 110 neutral facial expression

identities generated using FaceGen Modeller 3.2 (Singular Inversions,

2007; �2 and �3 SD from neutral) according to the methods described

by Oosterhof and Todorov (2008). This procedure allowed selecting

the most appropriate face stimuli for the present investigation resulting

in 10 untrustworthy (�2 and �3 SD) and 10 trustworthy (þ2 and þ3

SD) bald Caucasian male faces with a non-significant correlation with

the emotion scale (consensus neutral expression P > 0.1; for a similar

procedure, see Yang et al., 2011).

The face stimuli were scaled using image-processing software so that

each face fitted in 3.38� 4.58 (width� height) rectangle from a viewing

distance of �70 cm. Face stimuli were randomly selected and memory-

display and test-display were composed of two faces�with either trust-

worthy or untrustworthy facial characteristics�horizontally aligned

with fixation. The distance between the center of the face and the

fixation cross was 4.98.
Examples of two different trials are reported in Figure 1a and b and

described in detail in the respective captions. The memory-display

consisted of two faces presented in each visual hemifield, preceded

by an arrow cue pointing to the side of the to-be-memorized face.

The face located in the opposite hemifield had to be ignored.

Following the memory-display, participants were required to examine

the same pre-cued side of the test-display for a possible change in the

identity of the face, which occurred unpredictably on 50% of trials.
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When a change occurred, the face was replaced with a different face of

the same level of trustworthiness. The experiment consisted of 192

trials per condition (trustworthy vs untrustworthy; eight blocks of 48

trials each).

At the end of the ERP recording session, participants completed in

hardcopy the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger, 1983)

and the Italian version of the Social Interaction Anxiety Scale (SIAS)

and the Social Phobia Scale (SPS) questionnaires (Sica et al., 2007; for

the English version see Mattick and Clarke, 1998).

STAI

The Italian version of the STAI is a 20-item self-report questionnaire

(for each form: Y-1, state and Y-2, trait) that measures a temporary or

persisting emotional state of generalized anxiety. Participants

responded using a 4-point Likert-type scale.

SIAS and SPS

The Italian version of the SIAS is a 19-item self-report questionnaire

that measures the fear of social interaction situations. The Italian ver-

sion of the SPS is a 20-item self-report questionnaire that measures the

fear of being evaluated or observed by unknown people during daily

activities. Participants responded using a 5-point Likert-type scale.

Electrophysiological recording and analysis

EEG was recorded during the change detection task from 32 active

electrodes distributed over the scalp in accordance with the interna-

tional 10/20 system, placed on an elastic Acti-Cap referenced to the left

earlobe. The EEG was re-referenced offline to the average of the left

and right earlobes. Trials contaminated by eye blinks, large horizontal

eye movements or incorrect responses in the change detection task

were discarded from analysis. We computed contralateral waveforms

by averaging the activity recorded at right hemisphere electrodes when

participants were cued to encode the face stimulus on the left side of

the memory-display with the activity recorded from the left hemi-

sphere electrodes when they were cued to encode the face stimulus

on the right side of the memory-display. SPCN was quantified at pos-

terior electrodes sites (P7/P8) as the difference in mean amplitude

between the ipsilateral and contralateral waveforms in a time

window of 500–1100 ms relative to the onset of the memory array

(i.e. the SPCN mean amplitude was quantified in a time-window fol-

lowing the disappearance of the memory-display).

We computed, for each participant and condition, an SPCN trust-

worthiness score reflecting differential resolution of VWM representa-

tions of trustworthy and untrustworthy faces based on the following

equation:

SPCN trustworthiness score ¼SPCNTrustworthy faces

� SPCNUntrustworthy faces

SPCN is a negative-going ERP response. Positive SPCN trustworthiness

scores (SPCN differences) thus indicated that more information was

encoded in VWM from untrustworthy faces compared with

trustworthy faces (i.e. VWM advantage for representations of untrust-

worthy faces) and negative SPCN trustworthiness scores indicated

the opposite (i.e. VWM advantage for representations of trustworthy

faces).

RESULTS

Behavior

Memory task

VWM performance was quantified using a standard index of sensitivity

(d0; Green and Swets, 1974). This measure allowed estimating how

sensitive the participants were to changes between the memory and

test-displays and whether this sensitivity differed as a function of faces’

Fig. 1 Examples of change detection task trials when either (a) a trustworthy face (example for the right hemifield) or (b) an untrustworthy face (example for the left hemifield) had to be encoded. ISI:
interstimulus interval. At the beginning of each trial, a central arrow (both pointing to the left or to the right) instructed participants to memorize the face in only one visual hemifield of the memory-display,
and ignore the face in the opposite hemifield. Following the memory-display, a blank interval elapsed before the onset of the test-display. On each trial, memory and test-displays contained faces of the same
level of trustworthiness, and trials with trustworthy and untrustworthy faces were presented intermixed at random in each block. A change in identity of the face between memory and test-displays could occur
unpredictably on 50% of the trials. Participants responded without speed pressure by pressing one of two appropriately labeled buttons of the computer keyboard to indicate whether a change in identity
between memory and test-displays had occurred or not.

ERPs and VWMrepresentations trustworthy and untrustworthy faces SCAN (2014) 3 of 8
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trustworthiness. These values were submitted to paired-sample t-test

considering the independent variable face trustworthiness (trustworthy

faces, i.e. including faces þ2 and þ3 SD from neutral, vs untrustworthy

faces, i.e. including faces �2 and �3 SD from neutral). Analysis

revealed that participants were equally accurate in responding to trust-

worthy (mean d0 ¼ 2.43, SD¼ 0.57) and untrustworthy (mean

d0 ¼ 2.38, SD¼ .64) faces, t < 1. To better characterize these findings,

we performed a backward stepwise regression analysis in which

variables were sequentially removed from a full model (including

STAI Y-1, STAI Y-2, SPS and SIAS as predictors, and d0 values, for

trustworthy and untrustworthy faces separately, as dependent vari-

ables). When d0 for trustworthy faces was predicted, it was found

that STAI Y-1 (�¼ 0.711, P < 0.005) and SPS (�¼�0.711, P < 0.005)

were significant predictors (adjusted R2
¼ 0.654), but affected behav-

ioral performance in opposite directions. For untrustworthy faces, SPS

was a marginally significant predictor (�¼�0.503, P¼ 0.075; adjusted

R2
¼ 0.211). In general, these findings suggest that high levels of social

phobia may deteriorate behavioral performance for both trustworthy

and untrustworthy faces.

STAI

The mean rating scores was 37.13 (SD¼ 11.94) for state anxiety (form

Y-1) and 41.19 (SD¼ 8.45) for trait anxiety (form Y-2).

SIAS and SPS

The mean rating scores was 17.06 (SD¼ 7.96) for SIAS and 13.44

(SD¼ 9.27) for SPS.

SPCN

Figure 2a illustrates contralateral and ipsilateral waveforms recorded at

electrode sites P7/P8 time-locked to the memory-display for

trustworthy and untrustworthy faces, separately. Figure 2b shows

SPCN (contralateral minus ipsilateral) waveforms. An informal obser-

vation of waveforms indicates that SPCN was modulated by faces’

trustworthiness.

SPCN mean amplitude values recorded at electrode sites P7/P8 were

submitted to a paired-sample t-test considering the independent vari-

able face trustworthiness (trustworthy vs untrustworthy). Trustworthy

faces elicited larger SPCN amplitude (�1.83 mV; SD¼ 1.05) than un-

trustworthy faces (�1.05 mV; SD¼ 1.36), t(11)¼ 2.984, P < 0.012,

�2
p ¼ 0.447, indicating that implicit evaluation of trustworthiness

modulated VWM processing; in particular, under conditions of expos-

ure to faces in the middle of the trustworthiness dimension, trust-

worthy faces were overall maintained as higher-resolution

representations compared with untrustworthy faces. For completeness,

we also analyzed mean SPCN amplitude values recorded at electrode

sites P3/P4 and O1/O2. The pattern for P3/P4 was similar to that

observed for P7/P8 [i.e. a larger SPCN amplitude for trustworthy

faces than untrustworthy faces, t(11)¼ 2.386, P < .036, �2
p ¼ 0.341].

The trend was analogous for SPCN mean amplitudes at electrode

sites O1/O2, but statistically not significant (t < 1).

Notably, SPCN trustworthiness scores were highly correlated with the

level of both participants’ state anxiety (i.e. STAI Y-1 scores), r¼ 0.812,

P < 0.005 and social anxiety (i.e. SIAS scores), r¼ 0.631, P < 0.05

(Figure 3a and b).

The bar graph depicted in Figure 4 is presented only for illustrative

purposes and illustrates mean SPCN amplitudes for trustworthy (blue

bars) and untrustworthy (red bars) faces in participants with high and

low levels of state and social anxiety, separately. The graph noticeably

shows that trustworthy faces elicited similar SPCN amplitudes irre-

spective of the level of participants’ anxiety; on the other hand un-

trustworthy faces elicited increased SPCN amplitudes in high-anxious

participants compared with low-anxious individuals.

Fig. 2 (a) Contralateral and ipsilateral waveforms recorded at P7/P8 electrode sites time-locked to the onset of the memory-display for trustworthy and untrustworthy faces separately. (b) SPCN (contralateral-
minus-ipsilateral) for trustworthy and untrustworthy faces, separately. The shaded area indicates the SPCN (contralateral-minus-ipsilateral waveforms) temporal window selected for statistical analyses
(500–1100 ms).
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Based on the known properties of SPCN, these findings support the

conclusion that the higher the anxiety self-reported by participants (in

particular state and social anxiety) the higher was the resolution of

VWM representations of untrustworthy faces (compared with lower-

anxious participants). Finally, since the unbalance between the number

of male (i.e. three) and female (i.e. nine) participants in this study

might prevent interpreting our results as indicative of the general

population, we analyzed separately the effect of trustworthiness on

the SPCN amplitude in male and female participants. Although not

significant, both males and females showed a comparable tendency in

showing increased SPCN amplitudes when trustworthy faces (vs un-

trustworthy faces) had to be encoded (males: t¼�3.541 P¼ 0.072;

females: t¼�1.912 P¼ 0.092), suggesting that, at least under the pre-

sent experimental conditions, both males and females encoded trust-

worthy faces as higher resolution representations compared with

untrustworthy faces.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether individuals’ level

of general/social anxiety is related to the resolution with which faces

characterized by features of trustworthiness and untrustworthiness

(Oosterhof and Todorov, 2008) as represented in VWM. To this

aim, we monitored a neural correlate of VWM processing, namely

the SPCN (e.g. Vogel and Machizawa, 2004; Dell’Acqua et al., 2006;

Jolicœur et al., 2006a,b; Luria et al., 2010; Sessa et al., 2011, 2012),

during maintenance of representations of parametrically manipulated

trustworthy and untrustworthy faces that differed slightly from faces

that are neutral on the trustworthiness dimension (Oosterhof and

Todorov, 2008). Importantly, the memory task did not require explicit

evaluation of faces’ trustworthiness. On the basis of known properties

of the SPCN, modulations of SPCN amplitude as a function of faces’

trustworthiness denote differences in the resolution of those faces rep-

resentations in VWM such that larger SPCN amplitudes reveal main-

tenance of higher-resolution representations (Sessa et al., 2011, 2012).

SPCN amplitude, on average, was increased for trustworthy faces

compared with untrustworthy faces. This finding suggests that partici-

pants maintained in VWM trustworthy faces in higher-resolution

representations as compared with untrustworthy faces. Notably,

individual estimates of the difference in SPCN amplitude elicited by

trustworthy vs untrustworthy faces (i.e. SPCN trustworthiness scores)

strongly correlated with individual estimates of state and social anxiety

(i.e. STAI Y-1 scores and SIAS scores, r¼ 0.812 and 0.631, respectively),

indicating that untrustworthy faces elicited larger SPCN amplitudes in

high-anxious individuals than in low-anxious individuals. To our

knowledge, this is the first evidence showing that high-anxious indi-

viduals encode and retain untrustworthy faces’ representations in

VWM with a higher degree of resolution compared with low-anxious

individuals.

A variety of explicative models of anxiety have been proposed over

the past years (see, for instance, Cisler and Koster, 2010 and Hofmann

et al., 2012, for recent reviews), leading to divergent predictions.

However one broadly accepted theory is that high-anxiety individuals

show preferential processing of threatening stimuli, including negative

facial expressions, as demonstrated by a number of behavioral and ERP

Fig. 3 Correlations between SPCN trustworthiness scores and the level of participants’ (a) state anxiety (r¼ 0.812, P < 0.005) and (b) social anxiety (r¼ 0.631, P < 0.05).

Fig. 4 Bar graph of mean SPCN amplitudes, with standard error bars, for trustworthy (blue bars)
and untrustworthy (red bars) faces for high and low levels of state and social anxiety, separately.

ERPs and VWMrepresentations trustworthy and untrustworthy faces SCAN (2014) 5 of 8
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studies (Gilboa-Schechtman et al., 1999; Mogg and Bradley, 2002;

Amir et al., 2003; Mogg et al., 2004; Eastwood et al., 2005; Kolassa

and Miltner, 2006; Bar-Haim et al., 2007; Kolassa et al., 2009;

Rossignol et al., 2012). In this vein, a recent ERP work using a similar

task to that implemented here monitored the SPCN component and

demonstrated that anxiety is associated with inefficient gating of

threat-related faces (i.e. fearful faces) from VWM even when task-ir-

relevant (Stout et al., 2013). Furthermore, even when stimuli are not

characterized by a clear negative valence, high-anxious individuals tend

to misinterpret these emotionally ambiguous stimuli as more negative

compared with non-anxious individuals (Calvo and Castillo, 2001;

Mathews and Mackintosh, 1998; Yoon and Zinbarg, 2007; Klumpp

et al., 2010). To note, the memory task implemented in the present

investigation required participants to encode faces’ identities that did

not express an emotion, although it has been proposed that trust-

worthiness appraisal approximates the detection of emotional facial

expressions (Oosterhof and Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2008a;

Zebrowitz and Montepare, 2008), in particular for those faces at the

extremes of the trustworthiness dimension, such that highly trust-

worthy and untrustworthy faces are perceived as happy and angry,

respectively (Todorov, 2008). These observations suggest that high

anxiety individuals tended to perceive moderately untrustworthy

faces as more untrustworthy compared with low-anxiety individuals,

leading to increased resolution of those VWM representations. One

attractive neuroanatomical hypothesis is that activity in the ventral

amygdala critically contributes to this increased VWM processing of

moderately untrustworthy faces in high-anxious individuals compared

with low-anxious individuals (Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2012). The

amygdala is a central brain node for processing threatening stimuli

(e.g. threatening facial expressions, such as anger or fear; e.g.

Whalen et al., 2001; see Adolphs, 2003; Adolphs and Spezio 2006;

LeDoux, 1998, for reviews) as well as appraisal of faces as untrust-

worthy (e.g. Winston et al., 2002; Engell et al., 2007; Todorov et al.,

2008a). Furthermore, compelling evidence indicates increased amyg-

dala reactivity in high-anxious individuals when exposed to potential

threat, including emotional faces (Mogg and Bradley, 2002; Schwartz

et al., 2003; Etkin and Wager, 2007; Ball et al., 2012). In the context of

the present work, we may speculate that individual differences in

amygdala reactivity would bias processing within regions of the pre-

frontal cortex involved in VWM maintenance (e.g. LoPresti et al.,

2008), and, in turn, the prefrontal cortex would modulate SPCN ac-

tivity (e.g. Voytek and Knight, 2010).

One additional facet of our finding is that levels of anxiety predicted

neural measures of VWM. Although recent studies demonstrated dis-

sociable effects between general anxiety (referred to a temporary, i.e.

state anxiety, or persisting, i.e. trait anxiety, intrusive worry about a

broad array of everyday life circumstances) and social anxiety (i.e.

referred to worries of being in social situations or feeling scrutinized

by the others) on behavioral tasks involving face processing (Bourne

and Vladeanu, 2011; Davis et al., 2011), in the present investigation we

did not observe convincing dissociable effects of general anxiety and

social anxiety in modulating face processing, at least during the stage of

VWM maintenance of faces’ representations. To note, generalized anx-

iety disorder and social anxiety disorder are both classified as anxiety

disorders in DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2000),

but this last appears to be confined to social situations/interactions.

The present findings suggest that the improved VWM processing of

untrustworthy faces in high-anxious individuals (compared with low-

anxious individuals) is related to a general oversensitivity towards po-

tential threat regardless of the nature (either social or not) of the

threat.

We also observed overall larger SPCN amplitude for trustworthy

faces relative to untrustworthy faces. As noted above, it has been

suggested that trustworthiness appraisal, in particular for those faces

at the extremes of the trustworthiness dimension, approximates the

detection of emotional facial expressions (e.g. Oosterhof and

Todorov, 2008). Congruent with these observations, ERP modulations

for extreme trustworthy and untrustworthy faces nearly mimics ERP

modulations for the corresponding facial emotional expressions (e.g.

Marzi et al., 2012), indicating increased processing for highly untrust-

worthy faces compared with highly trustworthy faces. To our know-

ledge, only two recent studies reported findings of memory tasks for

trustworthy and untrustworthy faces (Todorov et al., 2011; Rule et al.,

2012), providing contrasting evidence on which class of faces (trust-

worthy vs untrustworthy) benefit from prioritized memory processing.

Rule et al. (2012) have found a long-term memory advantage in terms

of behavioral accuracy for untrustworthy faces compared with trust-

worthy faces. On the contrary, Todorov et al. (2011) reported a higher

hit rate for trustworthy than untrustworthy faces in the context of a

one-back recognition task. Notably, face stimuli used in those two

investigations differed such that Rule et al. (2012) selected faces com-

posing the trustworthy and untrustworthy face sets from faces that

obtained highest and lowest trustworthiness scores on participants’

ratings along a 7-point scale; conversely, and similarly to the present

investigation, Todorov et al. (2011) used face stimuli in the middle of

the trustworthiness dimension (i.e. �1 SD and �3 SD) generated on

the basis of the approach of Oosterhof and Todorov (2008). The

findings of the present investigation, in demonstrating a neural

VWM advantage for moderately trustworthy faces relative to moder-

ately untrustworthy faces, appear to complement previous evidence of

prioritized processing of extreme untrustworthy faces (compared with

trustworthy faces). Taken together, these findings seem to reveal high

flexibility of aversive/avoidance and appetitive/approach motivational

systems (Chen and Bargh, 1999; Cosmides and Tooby 2000; Todorov,

2008) in reacting to social stimuli and consequently biasing down-

stream cognition, such as memory. This flexibility may rely on the

notion of value-prediction code linked to a stimulus (e.g. Raymond

and O’Brien, 2009; Anderson et al., 2011a,b) that combines informa-

tion of both intensity/magnitude and valence of that stimulus and

potential outcome in terms of gains or losses (i.e. here opportunities

of cooperation with trustworthy individuals vs risky interactions with

untrustworthy individuals). Within this theoretical framework it ap-

pears reasonable to hypothesize that when exposed to very untrust-

worthy faces, which also may appear as expressing anger, the high

intensity and negative valence conveyed by those faces increases the

likelihood of reaching a threshold of threat detection such that the

value-prediction code assigned by individuals is weighted more

highly than value assigned to trustworthy faces. This will then bias

processing (including VWM maintenance) in favor of potential

threat in the environment. Incidentally, this explanation fits nicely

with previous behavioral and ERP work showing a VWM advantage

for negative facial expressions (i.e. angry and fearful faces) compared

with neutral and/or positive facial expressions (i.e. happy faces;

Jackson et al., 2008, 2009; Sessa et al., 2011). On the other hand,

when perceived threat from untrustworthy faces is low, people may

tend to assign a low value to them, and to assign a higher value and to

allocate a larger proportion of cognitive resources to/on stimuli with

rewarding characteristics (e.g. Raymond and O’Brien, 2009), such as

trustworthy faces (e.g. Todorov, 2008), according to an approach be-

havior. Along this theoretical perspective, our findings also advocate

that value-prediction codes assigned to untrustworthy faces strongly

depend on the levels of individuals’ anxiety, such that higher levels of

anxiety are associated with higher-resolution representations of un-

trustworthy faces (compared with low-anxious individuals).

A potential limitation of the present findings is that modulations of

the SPCN as a function of trustworthiness were not accompanied by
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analogous behavioral effects. However, this dissociation between

neural and behavioral measures in this context should not alarm for

at least two classes of considerations. First, SPCN is a pure measure of

VWM representation; on the contrary the overt response required in

the change detection task reflects not only the quality of current VWM

representation, but also additional processes allowing to compare the

face presented in the test-display with current VWM representation

(see, for instance, Awh et al., 2007). In this regard anxiety may have

different effects on these diverse stages involved in the change detec-

tion task. This observation is in line with the finding of deteriorating

effect of social phobia selectively on behavioral performance, for both

trustworthy and untrustworthy faces. Convincing evidence suggests

that anxiety may deteriorate behavioral performance, in both matching

tasks (i.e. Attwood et al., 2013) and VWM tasks (e.g. Lucas et al., 1991;

Eysenck, 1998; Hayes et al., 2008; Moriya and Sugiura; 2012; Lapointe

et al., 2013). This all may suggest that anxiety tend to boost the online

VWM representation of potential threat (i.e. untrustworthy faces,

compared with low-anxious individuals) but lowers the general level

of response accuracy, independently of the valence of the memorized

materials. A second type of considerations refers to the observation

that brain responses are often more sensitive to subtle processing dif-

ferences than behavioral measures (e.g. Luck et al., 1996; Heil et al.,

2004; Wilkinson and Halligan, 2004) and this dissociation may be

particularly evident when the behavioral task requires a dichotomous

response such that was required in the change detection task imple-

mented in this study (Sessa et al., 2011, 2012).

To conclude, our findings provide evidence that physical cues of

faces’ trustworthiness modulate the resolution of faces’ representations

in VWM even under conditions in which trustworthiness is implicitly

appraised, and given the privileged position of VWM within the stream

of processing, this finding may be particularly relevant for models of

approach/avoidance motivational systems. Importantly, high levels of

individuals’ anxiety modulate VWM maintenance of those faces’ rep-

resentations, further strengthening the conclusion that VWM is sensi-

tive to facial cues of trustworthiness on the basis of individuals’

approach/avoidance tendencies.
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